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Why this report?

‘Against a backdrop of climate change, sea level rise
and limited public budgets, the investment gap in
Marine and Freshwater Infrastructure leaves a
critical role for private capital to play in bridging
this gap’
(OECD, 2020)

What is Sustainable Marine and Freshwater
Infrastructure (SMaFI)?
SMaFI is the collection of waterborne works at
coastlines, estuaries, rivers, canals and in port
areas.
These works can provide;
• flood protection,
• urban and port development,
• navigable waterways
• upgrade or protection of nature and/or
recreational areas.

Purpose of the Report

1.

Both SMaFI and Financial sector
seek scaling of green portfolio

2. Sectors seem mutually unfamiliar
to bridge their gap to synergy
3. A dedicated report could help
further engagement
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Characterising the projects
Characterisation by physical aspects

Characterisation by Cash Flow

Table 3.2 Grey, hybrid grey-green and green elements in typical
Marine and Freshwater Infrastructure projects.
3.2

Characterisation in terms of
cashflow sources
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Redirecting existing
insurance practices
towards sustainable
marine infrastructure
encourages more
commercial practices
and private investment.
(Swiss Re, p.52)
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Annex: Case Studies

Hulhumalé
land reclamation,
Maldives

Annex: Case Studies

Mangrove
restoration

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

1. Joint holistic screening by sponsors and private capital suppliers can focus
scarce resources on the most promising opportunities, and initiate a snowball
effect.
2. The Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) and further policies
require transparent ESG/SDG reporting. Certification of green projects is
needed.
3. Standard legal frameworks that allow private capital to enter the sustainable
Marine and Freshwater Infrastructure market.

Conclusions

1. Reporting tools and harmonised methodologies must be built to capture the
associated ESG benefits which are often overlooked, or difficult to quantify (e.g.
future savings).
2. The insurance industry (de-riskers) can help through new types of insurance
offerings which make cashflow more predictable and make sustainable
infrastructure, as an asset class, more attractive to investors.
3. Green solutions need policy incentives that increase their uptake and allow
the rerouting, or unlocking, of funds to support them.
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